
The Long Walk Round

When I first moved to Toronto my sister and I use to ride the subway down 
to Queen and Young St. determined to get to know this new place where everyone 
had more. I was fifteen and she was thirteen, we were deposited in a city where no 
one knew our name. I am glad of that gentle moment in my life with my sister that 
spanned our gender gap. We would then walk home from Young and Queen. These 
were the days of black and white TV and the shows could be trumped by a gaudy 
display in store windows, saying basically the same thing. We were two teenagers 
with no friends and stuck with each other till school healed the divide. We invented 
a purpose for our walks; we knew that we were breaking a rule in being simple 
friends. Before the move to the city we had detested each other just like all the other 
brothers and sisters did in our small town, our chasm was filled with many friends. 
We were looking at door knobs. Toronto in the sixties had very interesting door 
knobs, now every door opens for you automatically. No collection of finger prints to 
tell you have been there. The first walk had been done twice, once for each side of 
the street looking in windows. The third and fourth were for door knobs. After that 
we could cross reference and imagine intentions and grand designs. We walked fifty 
miles before boredom set in to drown us in the unique pathos of hungering for the 
first day of school. Loneliness is a bridge that drips tears for the other side; 
boredom leaves you treading water looking for the end of the rope. We dangled on 
that rope until school helped build that span between country and city.

I traveled through Ontario looking for land to buy. I asked at every 
real-estate office if they had any streams to sell. I reasoned I could dam a stream for 
a swimming hole. They had lots of lake front property, but I wanted a stream that 
flushed every Spring. I found one property with a stream, but was met by an owner 
and his shotgun. The township map lied.

I finally settled on a piece of property with a river but no bridge. 
Really nice swimming hole though. There had been a bridge a hundred years before,
you could still see parts of the cribbing.

I liked the land. It was a series of three ridges not too high. The river 
flowed heavy in the Spring, but dried to a trickle in the summer. Luckily that trickle
was small and the bottom was solid flat rock. I was able to plan my year ahead and 
bring dump trucks etc in for supplies of sand and gravel to build my dream.

I watched the river during those early years. I tried various methods 
knowing I would eventually have to build a bridge. For that lonely time that 
separated the two waiting banks I pondered. At first it was an adventure. Planks 
wandered downstream from neighbours who knew the river less intimately than I 
did. I used the planks to not disturb the rough rocks sleeping on the river bed.

My Dad helped in the beginning. I threw a rock tied to a light string across 
the gap to the other bank on which he stood. When I watch my son skipping rocks I 
see my long gone Dad on the other bank as I follow the arcs of our celestial 
suspension bridge. Dad pulled the string attached to a rope to his side of the water. I 
fastened one end high in a cedar tree and joined him on the other side to slide his 
end through the high crotch of a tree. I fastened the rope's end to the bumper of the 
car and drove forward till the rope lurched tight. Dad proudly rode in a zinc tub 



dangling from an old wooden pulley. We even brought a rototiller across on those 
lines. I didn’t know then, but those lines span heaven and hell now as I stand lonely 
on the bank remembering Dad.

Our antics attracted a speed cop car as we transported lilacs and apple trees 
across the expanse. Angry he assumed we were seine fishing, but drew his breathe to
laugh before he drew his gun. Dad looked pretty funny in a mosquito net hat 
standing in zinc wash tub dangling over the middle of the river hollering 
instructions. In a later installation higher up the bank even the hydro meter reader 
road the ship to ship Bosun's chair. I even carried a wandering goat across while it 
wriggled in my lap.

As the water level dropped we centered our focus on construction of a small 
bridge which when completed bounced like a trampoline. Many guests swore they 
would never visit again after crossing, but soon realized entrance was followed by 
exit. The bridge lasted until Spring when it washed away in the flood.

Over the years many bridges came and went. No bridge meant walking down
the highway to the huge cement culvert that carried water under the highway. The 
river bank led up the ridge through large pines and hemlocks to a cliff overlooking 
the water. The acute turn in the river created a roaring cataract and whirlpool 
reminding any and all that this was a river to be respected. Once off the ridge fallen 
logs helped to keep feet dry crossing the small swamp and up through the forest to 
the house.

One night I took this entrance with my dog and a load of supplies in a large 
backpack. The melting snow still gave enough luminance to reflect the moonlight for
I had forgotten my flashlight again. At the top of the ridge I felt an eerie sensation, I 
looked back down the path and there was the dog facing the opposite direction. I 
turned to look where I was intending to go and saw or felt or experienced sparkles 
of light energy drifting from the bushes ahead. I backed down the hill and slept in 
the cold car that night. The next day I found bear tracks in the bushes where I was 
heading.

When I married I needed a more substantial bridge but still couldn’t afford a
bridge for a car. I poured cement footings that I hoped were solidly enough rooted to
the jagged river bed. My wife felt better with a handrail and the bridge carried us 
all winter and as Spring arrived it even carried the weight of our unborn child.

One of the most poignant moments of our married life was waiting on one 
bank for my wife to arrive home only to see the bridge slowly drift away from the 
opposite bank just as my very pregnant wife was about to step aboard. I hurled 
prayers to a deaf lord as the chain attached to the bridge sang tight and berthed the 
bridge on my bank our last deposit of the month.

Many suggestions were made on how to construct a proper bridge, but in the 
final analysis the task was left to me. I rented a compressor and a rock drill and 
pounded holes into the rock to hold lengths of drill steel. Forty five gallon metal 
drums with bottoms cut out made substantial forms for the cement I would pour to 
fill the barrels. Those eight cement pillars span the forty feet making supports in 
four places including the banks. On this I laid ten used telephone poles and covered 
it with a deck of hemlock planks.

A friend with a front-end loader tested it by carrying a full bucket of gravel 



across the new deck. The bridge creaked and groaned but held seventeen tons. At 
first there were no railings, I joked that it was my burglar alarm. The bridge 
alarmed burglars. If I had only known the security no railing gave I would never of 
built the railings I did in the following years. The bridge did more than alarm 
burglars it also protected us from Jehovah Witnesses. It took several years after the 
safety railing for even the Jehovah Witnesses to get enough faith to cross, seeking to 
steal our souls while disturbing our Saturday sleep in.

For a few years each Spring saw the water rise higher until one year the 
water flowed six inches over the deck. I was not worried about water. What worried 
me was ice. Inuit may have many names for snow, but I know the many types of ice. 
There is the ice that lodges high on the bank after a January thaw and flood as well 
as the usual river ice glued to the bottom only to pop to the surface like up turned 
icebergs after the river is in full flood. This latter is the one type of ice I fear, the 
water it is submerged in is still cold and insulated, leaving the ice as solid as rock. 
These islands of drifting innocence carry enough momentum to rip the deck from 
the bridge, but worse still is if they jam under the bridge to form a dam to catch 
upstream brothers. The weight of this load has not been fully tested and is the one 
thing that can bring me out of the house during a sleepless night to wander with a 
flashlight down to the bank. One year my wife had to hold my feet as I dangled 
under the bridge with a chainsaw cutting the chunks of ice into smaller pieces.

Most years the ice is as rotten as well loved Swiss cheese and smashes on the 
erratic boulder lodged upstream since the last ice-age. It is ironic that there are few 
nails in our bridge. Nails wear down leaving sharp points to puncture tires. All the 
upper boards that could touch the tires have to be held in place like a picture frame 
or a lumber hug. The bridge is never complete, the river owns it and as a favour 
passes under it.

I was once told that in a previous life I
was stranded on a desert island. I guess that
maybe be true, but even though I have a good
voice I am no Caruso. I love my solitude in
equal proportions with the herd. Everything
changed with the bridge. Needed supplies do
not have to be planned so far in advance and
even though the Spring thaw can turn the road
into a sea of mud it only means we walk two weeks out of the whole year but never 
the long walk round. Brother and sister banks watch the sibling water chuckle 
under my bridge.
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